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My Background
• Grew up on a family dairy in Pennsylvania

• 5 years doing milk quality troubleshooting, training 
for a milking equipment company

• Graduated from Minnesota in 2012

• Joined a 13 doctor all dairy practice in eastern 
Wisconsin
• 80-90% of my billable time was spent consulting in milk 

quality

• Joined Select Milk Producers December 2014
• 100 Large, Progressive Dairies split between the Midwest 

and Southwest regions
• Primary roles are Animal Care, Milk Quality and Food 

Safety



Today’s Plan

• The goal is to challenge your thoughts about the 
HOW and WHY of milking quality.
• “Comfort comes from those that agree with us.  Growth 

comes from those that disagree with us!”

• Future of Milk Quality

• My Three Guiding Principles of Milk Quality

• Physical Exam of the Parlor

• Embracing Technologies



What is Milk Quality?
To the Producer:

• SCC

• SPC

• LPC

• Coli

1.“What I get PAID for!!!”

To the Veterinarian:

• Mastitis

• SCC

1.“What we feel qualified for and can 
get PAID to fix!”

To the Processor:

• Shelf Life/Off flavors

• Residues

• Welfare

• SCC, SPC and LPC

1.What affects my retail position in the 
MARKET.

2.What affects the YIELD of my 
processes

To the Consumer:

• Is it safe and healthy for my family?

• Was the cow well cared for?

• Is it good for the Environment?

1.How does the purchase make me 
FEEL?

2.Is it Socially Acceptable and 
Responsible?





Why does this matter to us in 2018
• Consumers vote with their $$$

• Processors are looking for any and all possible marketing 
advantages or niches

• There is a large amount of milk on the market and 
currently processors hold the advantage over producers
• Produce what we want > Want what we produce

• It’s truly a global marketplace
• Changes and opinions abroad shape us domestically
• Chances are milk from your dairies moves in many different 

directions on any given day
• Processors must find ways to satisfy the requirements of 

multiple different customers without subjecting producers to 
more than one set of standards.



Dean Foods- DairyPure®

No Artificial Growth Hormones*

All milk is tested for antibiotics

Continually quality tested to 
ensure purity

From cows fed a healthy diet

Cold shipped fresh from your 
local dairy

If you are a consumer what does this make you think?
What social dynamic makes this effective advertising?



Social Dynamics

• Distrust of Science
• Place more faith in social 

media
• Fears Big Corporations
• Has unrealistic 

perceptions on 
traditional agriculture

• Is willing to pay for 
obscure and undefined 
perceived benefits
• If it makes them FEEL

something!



The Future of Milk Quality…



What is the future of Milk Quality
• “If your dairies want access to the highest revenue 

market streams for their milk, they will need to make 
higher quality milk than they do today with or without 
additional bonus incentives” 

• Cooperative and plants can not afford to take strong 
stands on “issues” i.e. taildocking.
• Lots of competitors that are looking to step into their 

markets

• Processors have to consider more than primary products as 
well.
• Even if the buyer of your cheese is ok with bST, what happens if 

the buyers for Whey Protein Concentrate are not?



https://www.ams.usda.gov/resources/marketing-order-statistics



Making Quality Milk 2018 and Beyond

• People
• Animal Welfare

• Environmental 
Regulations

• Milk Markets
• Quality Issues

• Disease Outbreak

“A pessimist sees difficulty in every 
opportunity, an optimist sees opportunity in 
every difficulty.” –Winston Churchill



Joint Midwest Farm Credit and Zoetis Dairy Profitability Study



SCC Correlation with other 
Profitability factors



Reality Check
• Pick one of your key dairies

• What is their monthly clinical infection rate?
• What is their 14d retreatment rate
• When is the last time you spent time in the hospital pen 

with the crew during treatments?
• Do you write scripts for this dairy?

• If so when was the last time you observed IMM treatment with dry 
off or lactating tubes???

• What is their 21 Day Pregnancy Rate??

• Consumers trust in the veterinary profession is 
founded on an expectation that veterinarians are 
actively involved in the routine care of cows!



So you think there’s nothing new 
under the sun?



Brandon’s Guiding 
Principles of Milk Quality

Brandon Treichler, DVM



Evaluating Milk Quality

• Principle 1: ALL dairies choose their milk quality 
every day.

• “As an industry we need to move beyond caring 
THAT a job gets done to caring HOW a job gets 
done!”



Evaluating Milk Quality
• Principle 2: Milk Quality is the sum of many moving 

parts on a dairy.

• “You can manage around anything, it is just a 
matter of how hard do you want to work!”

Cow 
Comfort

Cow 
Cleanliness

Cow PrepTransition 
Cow Health

Milking 
Equipment

Reproduction



What is the Business of Dairy?

• Daily manage a complex interaction of:

Milk
Leche
Milch

молоко

The People

Rarely is the cow the limiting factor!



What is the Business of Dairy?

• Daily manage a complex interaction of:



Evaluating Milk Quality
• Principle 3: In my experience, most milk quality 

problems have first and last names!
• Sometimes it’s “El Jefe”

• Most of us went to school to work with cows, but 
learning how to work with people is far more powerful!



Dealing with Labor
• Managers (and Veterinarians) deal with the issue of 

labor in one of two ways
A. Assume that it will never improve and SINK to the level of 

the employees
B. Truly value labor as an asset, realize that investing in 

employees is vital and continuous, and ELEVATE the level 
of their employees

• The difference between my dairies with excellent milk 
quality and average milk quality is the quality of 
employees and attitude of management

Trying to separate the people from the cow will not 
improve attitudes or employees!



Written/
Posted 

Protocol





Parlor Management responsibilities 
that make a difference

• Assess and Respond to Employee Morale every day
• Effective Communication

• What are employees seeing
• What are their challenges
• What is working well
• Employee Feedback (Good and Bad)

• Monitoring and Maintaining Cleanliness
• Teat Ends
• Equipment
• Personal Hygiene

• Reinforcing Calm and Relaxed Animal Handling
• Maintaining Proper Equipment Function







Human Resource Principles
1. People Work for People and for a common Purpose
2. People leave jobs not for money but because of 

conflict
• With their Manager
• With other employees

• How do you engage a workforce that:
• We often struggle to verbally communicate with
• Are often unable to read, even when written in their native 

language

• How many employees start on dairies without ANY 
training?
• “In the future, we will need to find a way to see that all 

employees go through an onboarding program AND have 
routine trainings throughout the year”

• Do we seek to have our employees understand why?



Brandon’s Guidelines for HRM
• Know their names and actually greet them!
• Seek to have positive interactions wherever possible.

• Treat employees like people

• Lead by Example
• Demonstrate what you value!
• What you do will always trump what you say!

• Understand the Job you are asking them to do
• If you won’t do the job do not ask them to either!

• Seek their input on things
• Only requirement is listening!  You are not required to let 

them make the decision, only consider their view and explain 
how you acted on it or why you can not act now.

• Do we start by telling employees how a change will 
effect them first?



Practical Evaluation of Milk 
Quality in the Parlor

Brandon Treichler, DVM



What I see on dairies

• “The days of building a milk quality business on 
moving and sizing regulators have mostly passed!”

• When I see equipment issues on dairies, the 
majority are maintenance related
• Small minority are installation issues or system capacity 

mismatches

• Dairies with issues usually want there to be an 
equipment “smoking gun”.
• Its easier to blame your milking equipment dealer than 

manage your people!



My Take on Milk Quality
• Make an excuse to get in the parlor

• Use your observation skills to identify areas that seem 
wrong
• Cow movement and handling procedures
• Cow Behavior
• Opportunities to improve parlor efficiency
• Issues affecting the technician performance

• Document everything with a picture or video

• Every visit generates a written report to management

• Know when to say, I need another opinion or when 
you are in over your head.



Observe from a distance:
Parlor Environment
• Is it clean?

• Is it bright?

• What is the noise level and who/what is making the 
noise

• Is there a posted routine?  Any other signs?

• Do the people look happy?













Observe from a distance:
People Observations
• How many people are in the pit?

• Is there a routine?  If so what is the routine?
• Territorial? 

• If so what are the Group Sizes

• Group/Follow the leader?  
• If so what are the cow gaps and do they respect them?

• What is the prep sequence?

• How aggressive are the technicians when moving cows

• What are the side times and turn times and are there 
noticeable lags

• Any use of unit alignment?



In parlor analysis:
People Checks
• Teat end swabs!!!!

• Milk Filter socks
• This should be secondary to the swabs

• Cleanliness of the units
• Outside –Visual

• Inside- Swab under the mouthpiece

• Cleanliness of arms, gloves and aprons
• Handshake Test





Score your filter sock 
based on how much 
dirt and debris are on 
the filter.

• Score 1- Nearly clean

• Score 2- Small amount 
of debris near the top

• Score 3- Very Dirty!

• Do not try to wash off 
the filters before you 
hang them!!!

3 2 1









Observe from a distance:
Cow Behaviors
• Do cows enter calmly?  

• How many stop?  

• Manure Passed?  

• What is their entry speed?

• Do cows have difficulty entering the stall
• Footing/Deck Surface?

• Stall size to Cow Size mismatch?

• Unit Kick-offs?  

• Reattaches?









Frequency of Unit Falloffs & 
Adjustments
• Less than 10 per 100 cow milkings

• Early
• May indicate low vacuum level or poor udder prep/timing

• Late
• Unit alignment, poor liner condition, over-milking

• Monitor “F-S-K” behaviors
• Flinching, Stepping and Kicking

• Not normal in any group except fresh heifers

51



In parlor analysis:
The Cows
• Strip Yields

• What are the cows reaction to being stripped

• Is the milk evenly distributed

• What volume of milk is left 
• 120 mL between all 4 quarters (No foam and use a +/- system)

• Teat End Scoring
• I score the worst teat and throw out three teat animals

• Any teat rings?

• Teat skin condition



Strip Yields
120 mL or ½ Cup







In parlor analysis:
Milking Equipment
• Condition of the rubber components especially the 

inflations
• Liner Mouthpieces, Jetter Cups, Duck Bill drains etc.

• Listen for liner slips/squawks

• Listen to the regulator/vsd
• Does the regulator open and close at appropriate times
• Does the regulator or vsd cycle or chase

• Watch the vacuum gauge
• Is the gauge actually working?
• Is it the same as last time?
• What is the minimum vacuum during attach?
• What is the maximum vacuum during attach?



Do you look at used Inflations?

• Level of sanitation
• Inside/outside

• Rubber condition







Diagnostics



Mastitis Pathogen Classification

Treat All



What’s happening on this dairy?









PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)
• PCR will Identify as little as one bacteria (pathogen), 

dead or alive, so rarely ever a NO-GROWTH
• This is why evaluating the CT-Values is critical

• This results in extremely high SENSITIVITY, making PCR a 
great screening test

• PCR is best used as part of a diagnostic strategy and 
not as the sole test

• Requires excellent sterile sampling technique
• No matter what DHI tells you, samples from the meter on 

testday have too much carryover

• PCR has a one day turn around time



Other milk quality diagnostics
• MALDI-TOF or Mass Spectroscopy

• Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionozation-Time of Flight
• Many University labs switching to this technology

• Qscout/MLD and DQI Device
• Leukocyte differential counting

• Staging and pathogen diagnosis?

• DeLaval Herd Navigator™
• Measures LDH (Lactate Dehydrogenase) as an indicator of 

mammary inflammation
• Milk BHBA
• Daily Progesterone!

• AfiLab™
• Milkfat, Protein, Lactose and Blood defect in-line





Selective Dry Cow Therapy

• Can work under the right circumstances
• Good Transition cow program and dry cow facilities

• Low Infection Pressure (Dry and Lactating)
• Good reproductive program and low cull rates?

• Fresh cow screening???

• Doing it to save money is not the right reason!

• Pitfalls
• Properly identifying the cows for therapy

• Culture vs. SCC or tests in tandem

• Workflow to identify cows ahead of dry off



Robotic Milking Technologies



Tandem or Side Opener 
Parlors



What is the Difference 
between robots and 
weigh jar/high line 

milking?



• I do not think the key factors driving milk quality in 
robots are significantly different than conventional 
parlors

• Their purpose should not be to attempt to separate 
the man from the cow.
• They can lower labor requirements per cow
• Their best use is to allow us to re-allocate labor to other 

areas of high economic returns

• I think of robots as very complex poorly plumbed 
side opener weigh jar parlors.
• The milking and washing characteristics are very similar 

to these more “old-school” type parlors
• Only with the bonus of less labor and more data

Spoiler Alert



What milk quality advantages do 
robots have?
• Consistency!

• Cows respond to consistency in cow prep and milking 
experience

• If you program in that a cow is a three teat, that cup 
never gets attached

• Technology
• Quarter milk volume and take-off
• Backflush units between cows
• Conductivity allows us to find clinical cows
• Weight?, rumination?, milk temperature? All help us 

find sick cows faster
• This has both a direct and indirect effect on SCC



What milk quality advantages do 
robots have?

• Timing
• Cows can milk when they want, and as often as their 

production will allow
• This is a huge positive
• Less cows leaking milk

• There is no person moving cows through alleys area no areas 
of high cow density like holding areas
• A significant part of the splash on bellies and udders occurs from 

people moving cows
• People prefer to move faster than a cows normal pace

• Transfer and exit lanes often have significant manure build-up that 
cows have to walk through

• When cows are never in a the holding area, there are less slips that 
create splash

• No Holding Area Time also minimizes heat stress!



Potential drawbacks of Robots?

• Teat Cleaning
• No Employee ever cleans teats perfectly either, so this might be a “wash”!
• I prefer brushes for stimulation of milk letdown

• Poor Post Dip Coverage
• Though of the major NA manufacturers, GEA is likely to have an advantage

• Very Limited Liner Choices

• “Perceived” limited equipment settings options
• Complex Plumbing

• Multitude of valves
• Backflush
• Abnormal milk divert
• Pre-Milk divert
• Automatic tank valves 

• Hosing
• Lots of small diameter milk hose and moves milk up hill



Hand Held Brush Prep



Why Brushes?

• Historically brushes have been marketed as a way, 
to remove a person from the parlor.
• I think this is flawed logic and I have never seen it work

• Brushes help to make the cleaning, pre-dip 
application and milk-letdowns more consistent
• I can train a group of people to consistently use a brush 

system quicker than I can to all use a consistent teat 
wiping technique with a cloth towel
• For every technician that I get to consistently clean the teat 

end, there are at least two that either only do it when watched 
or never clean the teat end!



Brush Considerations

• Properly using brushes for teat cleaning DOES take 
training to consistently use them properly.
• Brushes are a tool, and tools can be misused and 

abused!

• Maintenance of brushes themselves is critical
• Typically the brush component itself will be changed 2 

or more times per week

• I recommend buying at least one extra unit so that 
technicians can simply swap when there is a malfunction 
or when performing routine maintenance



Brush Changing Interval is Critical



Brush Considerations

• Cleanliness is the big key
• Part of the brush training needs to include hosing out the 

brush assembly after each group of cows
• I often have technicians hose both before they prep a group and 

after they prep a group of cows.

• There are several options for automated brush washing 
stations available
• Udder Gun

• Homemade Versions

• I also like to place brushes into buckets of hot sanitizer 
solution, instead of letting them hang, between uses.
• M-Tech does not recommend this



M-Tech Brushes were very dirty.  
Keeping these clean is the key



Any Questions


